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In effect, the Orange City water supply acts as a high security water supply source for the Newcrest 

mine, which will improve in both quantity and security as OCC seeks to make additional extractions 

from the SHC system.   The actions of OCC and Newcrest have been to the detriment of the Summer 

Hill Creek system downstream of Orange, with significant impacts on the quantity and quality of 

flows and the aquatic biodiversity in the waterway.  

The diversion of treated effluent has also had an impact on the potential increase in the 

bioaccumulation of pollutants in Summer Hill Creek, particularly in dry periods.  Low flow levels due 

to treated effluent diversion has meant that there is a lack of dilution of pollutants and a level of 

stagnation in creek ponds in dry times.   In the recent dry period in the Summer of 2019/20 water 

quality in all reaches of Summer Hill Creek below Orange was compromised.    This was particularly 

noticeable at the popular Ophir Reserve recreation area. 

Further, the diversion of treated effluent transfer to the Newcrest mine has had a significant impact 

on the net result of the Cumulative Extractions from the Summer Hill Creek system.   This effect can 

be seen in Annexure 2. 

 

Additional Points to Consider in Relation to the Impact of Mining Operations by Newcrest 

• Lack of Consultation by Newcrest: Prior to the diversion of treated effluent from the Summer 

Hill Creek system in 1998, there was no consultation or communication with irrigation licence 

holders on Summer Hill Creek.  The authors of the EIS failed to adequately consider the potential 

impacts of effluent diversions on Summer Hill Creek.    In fact, the EIS stated flow regimes would 

be in the vicinity of 10-12ML/day, whereas in reality there have been considerable periods of no 

flow in dry times. 

• Potential Impact of Underground Mining Operations on Subsurface Aquifers: The 

underground mining activities of Newcrest have been shown to interact with underground 

aquifers in its direct vicinity as witnessed by the recent flooding of underground mining 

operations after an aquifer was unintentionally intersected when a ventilation shaft was being 

constructed.   This is a cause of great concern given the potentially significant distances and 

linkages of underground aquifers.   Many landholders depend on bores for their water security 

and therefore this issue needs consideration. 

• Use of Newcrest Mine Infrastructure for Orange Potable Water Supply: In original EIS for 

the Newcrest Mine the water infrastructure of the mine was to be available for Orange City 

Water supply at the end of the life of the mine – then proposed as 12 years (approximately 

2010).   This did not happen as the mine life was extended with underground activities following 

the completion of original open cut project.  Instead of being made available to OCC for water 

storage, the original open cut pit has since been used for tailings storage, rendering it unusable 

as a water storage resource.  
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Annexure 2:  A history of Infrastructure and Diversions from Summer 

Hill Creek and Blackmans Swamp Creek and Their Cumulative Impact 

 

• 1890 - Gosling Creek Reservoir constructed, capacity 524 megalitres (ML).  

• 1918 - Lake Canobolas (formerly known as Meadow Creek Dam) completed 18 years later, capacity 

567 ML, increasing Orange’s water storage capacity by 108%. Note: this dam is in the Bell River 

catchment, not Summer Hill Creek catchment.  

• 1918 - Orange’s sewage scheme and treatment plant also commissioned in 1918 with associated 

increased water demand. Regular discharge (return) of treated effluent to Blackmans Swamp 

Creek/Summer Hill Creek commenced.  

• 1931 - Spring Creek Reservoir completed 13 years later, capacity 2,700 ML, increasing Orange’s 

water storage capacity by 247%.  

• 1947 - Spring Creek Reservoir wall raised 16 years later, adding 1,749 ML, new capacity 4,449 ML. 

An increase of 46% in Orange water storage capacity.  

• Suma Park Dam completed 15 years later in 1962, capacity 17,290 ML, increasing Orange water 

storage by 348%. Note: Lake Canobolas decommissioned in 1957, Gosling Creek Reservoir 

decommission in 1962. Both now used for recreation purposes.  

• 2016 - Suma Park Dam wall raised one metre, 54 years after the dam’s opening in 1962 increasing 

Orange’s combined water storage capacity by just 8%. The raised dam height increased its ability to 

capture more flow from Summer Hill Creek above Suma.  

 

Other recent developments in water diversions in the upper Summer Hill Creek catchment:  

• 1998 – Under contract, Orange City Council commenced transfer of Orange’s treated effluent to 

Newcrest’s Cadia gold mine in lieu of discharging (returning) to Blackmans Swamp Creek/Summer 

Hill Creek system. The scheme diverts on average of 8 ML/day (or up to 12 ML/day) from the 

Blackmans Swamp/Summer Hill Creek system. On average, this diversion means that approximately 

+/- 85% of water extracted from Suma Park Dam ends up at the Newcrest Cadia gold mine. 

• 2009 – Blackmans Swamp Creek Stormwater Harvesting Scheme (BSCSHS) commissioned, 

extracting water from Blackmans Swamp Creek above its confluence with Summer Hill Creek and 

transferring this water to Suma Park Dam. Effectively expanding the catchment of Suma Park dam 

into the catchment of Blackmans Swamp Creek.  

• 2009 - BSC Stormwater Harvesting Scheme’s Holding Dam constructed on unnamed tributary of 

Blackmans Swamp Creek, capacity 230 ML, also capturing incidental natural runoff from the 

catchment of this unnamed water course and further reducing flows to Summer Hill Creek.  

 

There are also considerable unaccounted for cumulative water diversions from Summer Hill Creek: 

  

• Incidental natural runoff captured in BSC Stormwater Holding Dam on unnamed tributary of 

Blackmans Swamp Creek. Previously contributing to flows down Summer Hill Creek.  

• Evaporation losses from Council’s four water storage impoundments. This evaporation loss is 

equivalent to around 20% of Orange’s annual water demand and constitutes a further loss of water 

from the Summer Hill Creek system.  

• Unlicensed (harvestable rights) hillside farm dams constructed in the catchment of Summer Hill 

Creek with rural land subdivision and development over many years.  
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Considered in isolation, a number of Orange’s water diversion initiatives from the Summer Hill Creek 

system might appear to have a negligible impact on the overall catchment. However, any new 

diversions must be considered in the context of all the current high cumulative diversions of water 

and loss of flow downstream below the urban area of Orange. 

 

The impact of diversions has been highest since the diversion of treated effluent from the SHC/BCS 

system in 1998.   This diversion occurred with no consultation process with downstream irrigators 

who rely on the SHC/BSC water source in dry periods. 

 

The cumulative impact of the proposed EOHW on downstream stakeholders is highest when the 

SHC/BSC system and the PFT Agriculture and  businesses need water the most – that is in 

dry periods.    

 

 




